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Preamble

This planning document was developed to enhance your knowledge of the

Dräger portfolio and to provide guidance when designing a new Normal ward

area or an Intermediate care station. More and more the focus on these 

workplaces is on the design. We like to provide a comfortable, nice designed

workplace to offer a good healing environment for the patient.

This document contains an overview of suitable Dräger products and their 

corresponding technical data for a Normal ward or Intermediate care station. 

The Intermediate care we like to deal with in this document is meant as a low

equipped station without specialization. The last pages of this document show

several exemplary Dräger solutions.
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Care in a pleasant healing environment
Room design for Normal ward and Intermediate care
"A patient who is comfortable will get better sooner."

You face a combined challenge when designing
and setting up a patient's room on the Normal and
Intermediate Care wards: On the one hand, you are
trying to create an atmosphere where the patient
has a sense of well-being – like being in a "Healing
Environment". On the other hand, all the functional
and clinical aspects necessary for taking optimal

care of the patient, also have to be considered. 
We at Dräger help you master this balancing act –
with extensive professional know-how (based on
decades of experience) and a comprehensive 
product portfolio, which has the ideal solution for
every need.
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Our solutions: tailor-made for your ideas!
We help you take full advantage of the design possibilities available to you.
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ROOM DESIGN

We don't want you, as planner and interior
designer, to have to restrict your creativity.  In
fact: our solutions are flexible and adjust to
the designs you have in mind, while at the
same time helping you comply with various
requirements of functionality, variability and
cost-effectiveness.
You can use our sample designs as a starting
point for developing new concepts tailored to
your client's requirements!

Healing
environment.
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Aspects of Designing a Patient's Room
Complex requirements have to be met when designing patient rooms on the Normal and Intermediate
Care wards. A Healing Environment and functionality are two decisive aspects. Variability and 
cost-effectiveness are some other aspects that also need to be considered. 

FUNCTIONALITY

All clinical needs must be met fully. These
include an ergonomic workplace design with
versatile lighting options, the easy availability
of medical gases, electricity and communica-
tion devices and also the possibility of inclu-
ding further equipment if necessary. Our sup-
ply units offer you all the alternatives while
keeping in mind the interests of efficiently
supporting the daily ward routine.

HEALING ENVIRONMENT

The harmonious interplay of light, colors,
decor and design stimulate fast recovery. With
its almost endless variety of designs, Dräger
offers you the ideal conditions for developing

an individual and integrated design concept
that best suits the needs of your existing
design and color concepts. This is how you
create an unmistakable atmosphere of well-
being for patients, visitors and hospital staff.

VARIABILITY

Variable solutions allow you to be flexible
when adjusting to diverse requirements and
structural factors and help you carry out sub-
sequent changes without problems. Our
modular systems and variations for horizontal
and vertical fixtures, including diverse mea-
surements, allow you the greatest possible
leeway in every respect.

COST-EFFECTIVE

Today more than ever, hospitals need cost-
effective solutions
However, what can seem as the cheapest
solution is not the same as the most cost-
effective.
Dräger impresses with its high quality of fixtu-
res, the possibility of simple assembly and
retrofitting as well as standard and exchanga-
ble fittings for all supply units – factors that
are significant for total operating costs.
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USING THE POWER OF COLORS

As planners and interior designers you know the strong effect colors
have on the human psyche. Red tones have a vitalizing effect, blue
tones calm one down, yellow radiates the joy of living and optimism.
Colors can affect the well-being of patients and thereby promote their
healing process and foster a positive working atmosphere for doctors
and nurses. This potential should be made use of when designing spa-
ces for patients.

Dräger's solutions can be seamlessly and flexibly integrated in your
individual color scheme. We are there to assist you in implementing
your design ideas with a huge palette of colors for the individual design
of wall supply units as well as offering diverse wooden decors for an
ambience of well-being.

*Other RAL colors possible. (Prices and delivery times can be different).

**Selection of wood structure decors (additional decors available).
Not available for GeminaDUO.

STANDARD RAL COLORS*

COLOR SCHEME

WOOD STRUCTURE DECORS**

         C   

 RAL 1003 – Signal yellow 
 RAL 1015 – Light ivory 
 RAL 2004 – Pure orange  
 RAL 3002 – Carmine red 
 RAL 3015 – Light pink
 RAL 4005 – Blue lilac

L              
     

 

 RAL 5002 – Ultramarine blue  
 RAL 5005 – Signal blue 
 RAL 5014 – Pigeon blue 
 RAL 6024 – Traffic green 
 RAL 6027 – Light green
 RAL 7047 – Telegrey 4

 RAL 9001 – Cream 
 RAL 9002 – Grey white 
 RAL 9005 – Jet black
 RAL 9006 – White aluminium
 RAL 9016 – Traffic white

L              
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LIGHTING
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GeminaDUO – lighting
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ACOUSTICS

REDUCING THE STRESS FACTOR, NOISE

Acoustics are also an important factor to consider for well-being in the
hospital. A higher noise level is a source of stress for patients, visitors,
doctors and nurses. This stress factor can compromise patient care
and the healing process.
Dräger's Noise Display SoundEar® shows the current noise level, 
helping to identify and regulate noise pollution. This leads to quiet sur-
roundings, conducive to the good health of patients, staff and visitors.

GOOD LIGHTING FOR EVERYONE

Light has to be considered when designing rooms for patients for three
reasons. Firstly, pleasant lighting contributes to an atmosphere of well-
being and healing for patients and reassures them with a feeling of
security and orientation. Secondly, the lighting conditions should be
adjusted to the requirements of the clinic personnel and help them in

their work. And finally, from an economic point of view, using energy-
efficient tubes and bulbs is also more cost-efficient.
In order to fulfil all these requirements, we have a variety of light-related
options that we can offer you, such as indirect roomlight, RGB light,
fixed or moveable reading light and orientation light. Either cost-effecti-
ve fluorescent tubes (T5) or LED-technology can be used.

ACCESSORIES (EXPAMPLES) 
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Rail holder
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Infusion equipment
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Dräger
portfolio
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Dräger portfolio

An overview of the Dräger portfolio for the Normal ward and Intermediate care

Planning a new station requires a thorough 
understanding of the Dräger product portfolio. 
This chapter will help you familiarize yourself with
Dräger products and devices which are relevant for
the Normal ward and Intermediate care, such as

supply units, examination lights, gas management
systems, ventilators and monitoring devices. We
encourage you to take a close look at the Dräger
products discussed in this chapter in order to 
maximize your potential planning competency.
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From source 
to Workplace.
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Dräger workplace infrastructure
Dräger offers solutions for the entire hospital
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Medical Air Ensure 
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Area Control Unit 
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Gas Terminal Units
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Medical Air Guard

Gas Management Systems
Dräger Gas Management Systems (GMS) are designed to manage the hospital’s gas supply needs. 
Dräger offers complete gas supply systems which include all necessary components and distribution 
pipelines.

Of course, all this also applies to one of the central areas in the mod-
ern hospital. Medical gases (oxygen, compressed air, nitrous oxide,
and carbon dioxide) and vacuum must be safely and reliably available
at all times. We deliver tailor-made system solutions, so that your
hospital always has the correct gas available in the correct quantities
and quality.
From planning consultation to assembly and subsequent 24-hour
service, we provide complete services from one source regardless of
whether it is a new development, an enlargement or a renovation.

With over 50 years of experience in the planning and manufacturing
of medical gas management systems, Dräger is one of the market
and technology leaders in Germany as well as in the international
market. 
Our systems, respectively set up and maintained by Dräger 
installation specialists and DrägerService technicians, offer premium
reliability and safety, above-average durability, and meet the highest
quality standards.
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DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
The role of the pipeline distribution network is to
send the medical gases and vacuum where they
are needed. The safety of the entire hospital is
compromised without a professionally designed,
installed, and maintained distribution system.
Accordingly, Dräger only ever uses thoroughly
tested copper piping with a defined degree of
purity that has been approved for medical 
applications in accordance with EN 13348.

The quality and performance of the entire system
is guaranteed by professional system planning in
accordance with Dräger design guidelines and
international standards as well as extensive tes-
ting and high-quality installation (e.g. inert gas
soldering).
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Intelligent solutions from a single source

The Gas Management System (GMS) extends throughout the entire hospital, from the basement, where the
gases are produced, via the pipeline system, the Area Control Units on the corridors, the monitoring screens,
and the control room to the terminal units in the operating room, on intensive care units, and in treatment
rooms. The critical system components are designed to be multiple redundant so that the entire system 
continues to function in the event of a fault or during maintenance work.

TERMINAL UNITS
When planning your Gas Management System,
we make sure that the terminal units are located
exactly where they are needed to guarantee a
patient supply that is both ergonomic and suited
to the clinical workflows. Different gases are nee-
ded in different hospital areas, depending on the
clinical discipline and application, and the num-
ber of units provided must correspond to the pro-
cesses and machines used there. Dräger has
been building world-renowned terminal units for
more than 40 years and supplies connections in
line with DIN and British Standards, as well as
other international types. 
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AREA CONTROL UNITS
All clinical areas must be individually monitored
by Area Control Units. The extremely compact
Area Control Units from Dräger can control up
to five gases while occupying minimal space.
Electronic pressure sensors provide highly 
precise measurement values and activate a visu-
al and acoustic alarm in the event of abnormal
pressure changes.

An emergency button permits fast access in
case of an emergency so that the gas supply
can be interrupted at the shut-off valves and
connected to external gas sources at the emer-
gency inlet points. The optional consumption
monitoring VoluCount records gas consumption
for individual areas. This allows you to monitor
the consumption of medical gases more preci-
sely to increase the system transparency and
identify potential savings.
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COMPRESSED AIR SYSTEM
Dräger compressed air systems provide a continu-
ous supply of medical compressed air for ventilation
purposes and for operating surgical instruments.
They comply with all relevant standards, particularly
DIN EN ISO 7396-1. The quality of breathing air as
a pharmaceutical is governed by the quality stan-
dards set out in the European Pharmacopoeia. Its
purity can be monitored continuously and fully auto-
matically by the Dräger Medical Air Guard.

Our flexible system concepts enable us to take
your individual requirements into consideration
during the planning stage and provide you with
the most efficient solution for your needs. The
system is designed to guarantee smooth and reli-
able operation as well as maximum security of
supply. It has also been designed to ensure that
maintenance and repair work can be carried out
without interrupting operations.
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CYLINDER MANIFOLD SYSTEMS 
Cylinder manifold systems guarantee the supply
of medical gases such as oxygen, nitrous oxide,
and carbon dioxide from cylinder manifolds or a
liquid gas tank. At the heart of the system is the
Gas Control Station (GCS), which reduces and
monitors the gas pressure and automatically swit-
ches between various sources. It is capable of a
flow rate of up to 120 m³/h. All GCS operating
parameters are displayed centrally on the electro-
nic control unit or on analogue gauges.

In addition, the GSC can be incorporated in the
Alarm Management System and linked to the buil-
ding management system via interfaces. Thanks
to the upgradable platform concept the cylinder
manifold system can be individually configured to
meet gas supply requirements in your hospital and
even adapted at a later stage while still in operati-
on in the event of any changes.
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ALARM MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
The Alarm Management System makes sure that
technical and clinical personnel are kept informed
about the status of the central gas supply at all
times. It monitors the GMS in all areas and
records all signals such as operating and emer-
gency alarms. Analogue operating values (e.g.
pressure and flow rate) can be easily integrated.
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All information is clearly displayed on LED, text,
or touch-screen monitors, which means that 
messages and measurement values are always
available exactly where you need them. It is also
possible to access all information via your internal
network and store it for your documentation. 
Furthermore, relevant alarm messages can be
forwarded via SMS and e-mail so that you are
always immediately informed of a fault wherever
you are and can react quickly. 

VACUUM SYSTEM
Vacuum is indispensable for surgical applications
(wound area suction) and for suctioning airways
in anaesthesia and intensive care. Dräger vacuum
systems conform to DIN EN ISO 7396-1 (Medical
gas pipeline systems) and meet all safety and
efficiency requirements. 

Depending on the design, three or four pumps,
each with power consumption ranging from 1.1 to
18.5 kW, generate the necessary vacuum. With
the Dräger Medical Vacuum Control™ each vacu-
um system has a modern and intelligent control
unit that guarantees fully automatic operation and
maximum safety. 
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Linea Living/Linea Vertica

The Dräger portfolio for bed head units is meant to fit in each entire rooom design. 

LINEA LIVING 

Elegant wall supply unit in classic design offe-
ring individualised layout options for patient
friendly care. Linea Living either functions as
a design highlight in its own right or fits in har-
moniously with an existing design concept.
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LINEA VERTICA

Functional wall supply unit with high flexibility
for individualised workplace design. The
modern design, the variable layout and
lighting options enable a patient-friendly ambi-
ence even in environments with demanding
care requirements.
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Linea Living 
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Linea Vertica

TECHNICAL DATA

Product                                          Linea Living                                                                            Linea Vertica  

Dimensions                                    Height/Depth: 129 mm/168 mm                                              Height/Depth: 666 mm/109 mm 

                                                     Length: freely selectable up to 6 m (in one piece)                     Length: freely selectable up to 4 m (in one piece)

Lighting                                          Indirect lighting 1 × 54 / 2 × 54 Watts with ECG (top)              Night light 1 × 7 Watts (bottom)                                            

                                                     Night light 1 × 7 Watts (top) 

                                                     Reading light 1 × 24 Watts with ECG

                                                     Slidable light element possible

                                                     LED lighting technology optional

Accessories                                   Dräger accessories for standard rails                                       Dräger accessories for standard rails or 38 mm tube 

Service channels/Positioning           Gas outlets in front plate –                                                       In right and left service channels and/or in front panel

                                                     Electro- and communication sockets in lower service plate

Load capacity                                                                         Standard rails support a max. of 50 kg per meter / 38 mm tube 100 kg                                          

Service plate colors                                                                          17 standard RAL colours or with wood structure decors;

                                                                                                                   other RAL colours available upon request

Outlet clearances                                  Ensure there is at least 200 mm between gas terminal units (for flammable or oxidising gases) and electrical outlets 

                                                                      The minimum distance between two electrical outlets is 56 mm and between two gas outlets 100 mm

Types of outlets                                               Grounded outlets in various colors, with or without indicator light and in a variety of country standards, 

                                                                    equipotential bonding pins, gas terminal units for medical gases, low-voltage devices such as nurse alert, 

                                                                                                                RJ-45 data jack, telephone connections, etc.

Feeding points                                                                      Connection and feeding point variable according to installation conditions

Medical product                                                                            Compliant with the MDD (Medical Device Directive) class IIb
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LINEA AMBIENCE

Modern wall supply unit for the highest
demands on patientfriendly room atmosphe-
re. Linea Ambience enables ergonomic work-
place design whilst being a versatile design
element.
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LINEA FLUSH (GALLERY)

Versatile wall supply unit for numerous areas
within the hospital environment. The space-
saving design opens up many areas of 
application, complementing and even surpas-
sing conventional wall supply units.
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Linea Ambience/Linea Flush (Gallery)
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Linea Flush (Gallery)
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Linea Ambience

TECHNICAL DATA

Product                                          Linea Ambience                                                                   Linea Flush (Gallery)

Dimensions                                    Height/Depth/Width                                                             Height/Depth/Width

                                                     1 bed: 1,600 mm/200 mm/1,260 mm                                    1 duct: 153 mm/70 mm/max. 6,000 mm

                                                     2 bed: 1,600 mm/200 mm/560 mm                                       2 duct: 253 mm/70 mm/max. 6,000 mm

                                                                                                                                                 3 duct: 363 mm/70 mm/max. 6,000 mm
Lighting                                          RGB LED light band (all-around)                                           Night light 1 × 7 Watts 

                                                     Ambient light 2 × 54 Watts (top), only for one-bed variant      or 1 × 2 Watts LED 

                                                     Night light 1 × 7 Watts (bottom) 

                                                     LED lighting technology optional 

                                                     Optional front panel mounted light: reading light, 

                                                     ambient light, night light (acc. to requirements)

Service channels/Positioning           Gas outlets, Electro- and communication sockets                   1/ 2/ 3 ducts – Gas outlets, Electro- and 

                                                     in both lateral installation plates                                             communication sockets freely mountable

Installation anchors                          One-bed: 120 kg/m max.,                                                      (Wall mount)      Single service channels: 10 kg/m max.,

                                                     shear load per anchor (M10) 500N                                                                 shear load per anchor (M8) 250N                   

                                                     Two-bed: 90 kg/m max.,                                                                                  Double service channels: 15 kg/m max.,

                                                     shear load per anchor (M10) 500N                                                                 shear load per anchor (M8) 250N

                                                                                                                                                                           Triple service channels: 20 kg/m max.,

                                                                                                                                                                           shear load per anchor (M8) 250N

Accessories                                                                  Dräger accessories in combination with external standard rails or 38 mm tubes

Load capacity                                                                      Standard rails support a max. of 50 kg per meter / 38 mm tube 100 kg 

Service plate colors                                  17 standard RAL colors or with wood structure decor (HPL-structure); other RAL colors available upon request             

Outlet clearances                                  A minimum clearance of 200 mm must be observed between gas terminal units (for inflammable or oxidising gases) 

                                                           and electrical sockets. The minimum spacing between two electrical sockets is 56 mm, and between two gas outlets, 100 mm

Types of outlets                                                  Electrical sockets in various colors, with or without control lamp and for various country standards, 

                                                                         equipotential bonding bolt, outlets for medical gases, low-voltage(installations such as Nurse Call, 

                                                                                                             RJ45 data sockets, telephone connections, etc.)  

Feeding points                                              Variable junction points for gas and electrical installations to be determined at technical clarification stage

Medical product                                                                            Compliant with the MDD (Medical Device Directive) class IIb
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THE LINEA: THE BED HEAD UNIT FOR

BASIC CARE

The Linea wall supply unit is available in three
configurations, each specially designed for
use in a particular care area: normal care
(Linea N), intermediate care (Linea IM) or
intensive care (Linea I). The length of any
Linea wall supply unit can be freely determin-
ed. Its modern design with smooth surfaces
and rounded corners makes it safe and simple
to use as well as very easy to clean. 
The Linea IM and Linea I come with integra-
ted rails so that you can mount additional
equipment. The Linea N and Linea IM are
also available with various integrated lighting
solutions.

Linea Classic
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Linea I 
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Linea N
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Linea IM

TECHNICAL DATA

                                                   Linea I                                                     Linea IM                                                   Linea N - for normal wards 

Height/Depth                               174 mm/135 mm (with 1 media duct)        213 mm/135 mm (with 1 media duct)        251 mm/110 mm (with 1 media duct)

                                                   275 mm/135 mm (with 2 media ducts)      313 mm/135 mm (with 2 media ducts)      351 mm/110 mm (with 2 media ducts)

                                                   385 mm/135 mm (with 3 media ducts)      423 mm/135 mm (with 3 media ducts)      461 mm/110 mm (with 3 media ducts)

Lighting                                       No lighting                                                Indirect lighting                                         Indirect lighting

                                                   Optional integrated night light in duct         1 × 54 watt with electronic ballast              1 × 54 watt with electronic ballast

                                                                                                                   and orientation light 1 × 7 watt (above)      and orientation light 1 × 7 watt (above)

                                                                                                                   or reading light 1 × 24 watt                       and/or reading light 1 × 24 watt 

                                                                                                                   with electronic ballast (below)                   with electronic ballast (below)

Accessories                                 Dräger accessories for standard rails         Dräger accessories for standard rails         Dräger accessories for standard rails

                                                                                                                                                                                   (only if Linea N is equipped 

                                                                                                                                                                                   with optional standard rail)

Rows of outlets                            1 / 2 / 3                                                   1 / 2 / 3                                                    1 / 2 / 3

Outlet spacing                                   Ensure there is at least 200 mm between gas terminal units (for flammable or oxidizing gases) and electrical outlets

                                                                   The minimum distance between two electrical outlets is 75 mm and between two gas outlets 100 mm

Outlets                                                        Grounded outlets in various colors, with or without indicator light and in a variety of country standards, 

                                                                 equipotential bonding pins, gas terminal units for medical gases, low-voltage devices such as nurse alert, 

                                                                                                             RJ-45 data jack, telephone connections, etc.

Wall mount                                                  Via dowel pin on the wall; torques of max. 250 Nm per metre of duct; optional side or back media feed

Length                                                                                                            Up to 6 m long; freely selectable

Surface                                                                        16 standard RAL colors to choose from; other RAL colors available on request

Load capacity                                                                                      Standard rails support a max. of 50 kg per metre

Medical product                                                                                Compliant with the MDD (Medical Device Directive)

BED HEAD UNITS – LINEA CLASSIC
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THE GEMINADUO: THE COLUMN TO

EFFICIENT CARE

Designed for applications reaching from inter-
mediate care wards, emergency rooms, reco-
very rooms and even ICs and NCs, the Dräger
GeminaDUO provides numerous features and
options that will help you configure your work-
space for efficient, patient-oriented care. 
Dräger offers you three configurations: Basic
(one GeminaDUO serves one bed), Interme-
diate (one centrally positioned GeminaDUO
serves two beds) and Advanced (two Gemi-
naDUO supply units serve one bed), covering
a complete spectrum of possible applications.
Numerous integrated lighting options round
up this impressive and economical package.

Gemina®Duo
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Gemina®DUO
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Group picture with all examples of
the color line concept, including the
new color munsel blue.

TECHNICAL DATA

COLUMN                                                                                                              

Dimensions (L × W × D)                                  1,500 × 240 × 366 mm incl. caps

Max load                                                         150 kg

Useable (38 mm) pole length                          1,300 mm

INSTALLATION PLATES                                                                                        

Material                                                          Anodised aluminium (standard)

Mounting capacity

Based on Dräger DIN/German standards         One-sided: max. 30 (14 gases)       

                                                                      Two-sided: max. 56 (20 gases)

CABLE MANAGEMENT                                                                                                                                              

Capacity single-sided                                      6 hoses, external diameter 13.5       

                                                                      or 18 cables, diameter 8                 

                                                                      or 3 hoses + 10 cables                    

                                                                      or 4 hoses + 7 cables 

Capacity double-sided                                     12 hoses, external diameter 13.5

                                                                      or 36 cables, diameter 8

                                                                      or 6 hoses + 20 cables

                                                                      or 8 hoses + 14 cables

LIGHT: WALL ELEMENT                                                                                        

Dimensions                                                    950 × 270 × 70 mm

Indirect light                                                   2 × 39 W

Reading/exam light                                         21 W

Night light                                                       5 W

LIGHT: COLUMNS                                                                                                

Indirect light*                                                  Compact fluorescent (for switched and for dimmed)

                                                                      lamp 11 W, 830 warm white

Night light**                                                    Compact fluorescent (for switched) lamp 7 W, 830 warm white 

                                                                      Compact fluorescent (for dimmed) lamp 11 W, 830 warm white

OTHER                                                                                                                 

Console swivel range                                      112°

STANDARDS                                                                                                        

Meets guidelines for MDD (Medical Device Directive) 93/42/EWG class IIb

Medical electrical devices – Part 1 IEC 60601-1 – Part 1-2 IEC 60601-1-2

Medical supply units ISO 11197

Light options in general supporting DIN EN 12464-1 and DIN 5035-3. Data for planning software on request.

*Indirect light on the column available only as package with night light.
**Night light on the column available only as package with indirect light.

COLUMN – GEMINADUO
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Workstation components

Dräger offers a wide range of workstation components. These components are freely 
configurable and ensure excellent ergonomic workplace design.
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Cable boxes
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Cable box G93340
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Cable holder

CABLE MANAGEMENT

Suitable for attachment to all shelves. Confi-
guration is pre-assembled for the shelf indica-
ted. The cable management system can also
be ordered separately and equipped retroacti-
vely for already installed shelves.

One set of cable boxes consists of 2 
aluminum boxes with plastic covers. These
are attached directly below the shelf, or
behind the drawer or the documentation
module. They are ideally suited to storing
cables from medical equipment, since extra
cable lengths can be stored in a practical and
tidy manner.

CABLE MANAGEMENT
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ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS 

& ACCESSORIES

In addition to the components mentioned 
above, many others are available (eg. infusion
poles, application rods, racks, clamping rails,
equipment holders etc.).
For more information please order our 
Accessories catalogue (90 67 713) at your
local Dräger contact person.

ADDITIONAL COMPONENTS & ACCESSORIES
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Compact rail Rail holder, short
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Rail clamp
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CS connection hose holder
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Suction hose holder
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Workstation Components
for Supply Units
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Double swivel arm for 25 mm pole (infusion), mounted on a 38 mm pole

ARM TYPES
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INFUSION ARMS

For all infusion arms, a wide variety of options
to choose from. Arms are available as single or
double swivel arms and come in lengths 
of 200/300/400 mm. All arms come with
adjustable friction brakes (ball bearings) and
integrated cable management.

MONITOR ARMS

Monitor arms come in a wide variety of confi-
gurations.  The arms are available as a lift arm
with or without an additional swivel arm and
with or without keyboard holder. Swivel arms
come in lengths of 200/300/400 mm. All
arms are equipped with adjustable friction
brakes (ball bearings) and integrated cable
management.
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SHELF SIZES/UASBLE SURFACE (W × D)

430 × 340 mm
630 × 340 mm
430 × 480 mm
530 × 480 mm
630 × 480 mm
860 × 480 mm

STANDARD RAILS

no rails
side rails
front rail
control handles at front

DRAWER OPTIONS

1 drawer
1 drawer with lock (incl. 2 keys)
2 drawers
2 drawers and 1 lock
2 drawers and 2 locks
2 drawers and 2 locks 
on a shelf (860 × 480 mm)
1 drawer and 1 documentation module
1 drawer with lock 
and 1 documentation module
1 documentation module 

DRAWER LIGHT

The drawer light is designed for an anti-glare
illumination of up to two drawers mounted
among one another. The activation/deactivati-
on of the indirect light is effected automatical-
ly while opening and closing of the drawer by
a final position switch.
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Our shelf portfolio offers a wide range of options. Shelf size, the number of standard rails and drawers can
be selected as needed.

SHELVES AND DRAWERS
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TECHNICAL DATA

Product                                                   VarioLux examination light

Weight                                                    1.5 kg (3.3 lbs)

Electrical values                                       100 – 240 V, 50/60 Hz

Max. illumination intensity Ec at 0.5 m       30,000 Lux

Dimming levels                                        30,000 Lux, 24,000 Lux, 

                                                              18,000 Lux, 12,000 Lux, 6,500 Lux

Light field diameter d10 at 0.5 m              20 cm (7.9 in)

Light field diameter d50 at 0.5 m              9 cm (3.5 in)

Color temperature adjustable                   Cool white (blue) 4,700 K, 

                                                              Neutral white (white) 4,100 K, 

                                                              Warm white (red) 3,500 K

Min. service life of bulb (LEDs)                > 35,000 h

Color reproduction index                          Ra = 96, R9 = 89

Max. radiant power at 0.5 m                     105 W/m²
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Polaris® 50
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Medical examination light VarioLux® 

TECHNICAL DATA

Product                                                  Polaris® 50

Technology                                              LED

Light intensity                                          60,000 Lux

Endo-light mode                                       no

Light field diameter                                  160 mm

Color temperature                                   4,500 K

Video options                                          no

EXAMINATION LIGHTS
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Ceiling supply unit with integrated Patient lift 
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Patient lift systems

A patient lifter offers a gentle alternative and enables a bed transfer
that's both conveniently and dignified. Dräger now lets you combine the
Guldmann patient lifting module with a ceiling supply unit.

FAST AND EASY INSTALLATION

Compatible with the Guldmann patient lifting
system, a name well known in the field, our
new Integrated Patient Lifting Solution lets 
you utilize your existing Dräger suspension
capability to lift patients comfortably and safely
without the need for expensive ceiling rail
installations.

INCREASED EFFICIENCY

The Integrated Patient Lifting Solution uses
very little space and can be quickly brought
into position over the patient. Attach the
appropriate Guldmann hanger, sling or lifter
and you’re ready to move patients in all three
dimensions. 

GULDMANN LIFTING MODULES:

GH3 
Lifting capacity 250 kg
• Standard lifter module
• Permanently mounted
• Integration into one/two arm system

GH3+
Lifting capacity 350 kg
• Plus Integrated scale
• Plus CareLift Management
• Plus Management and 
Service monitoring system 

• Plus faster lifting speed
• Plus integrated weighing unit 
• Permanently mounted
• Requires an extra ceiling fixation

Planning example for Patient lifter 
Recommended height floor – 
under rail: min. 2,250 mm 
(ceiling height: >2,595 mm)
• Lower heights are possible. 
But then it will be necessary to lift
the patient’s feet and legs manually

Conditions:
• Person height, 180 cm
• Sling basic – Basic size, medium
• Bed (Flexus 2) distance from floor
to top of mattress is 48 cm

• Wheelchair distance from floor to
top of seat is 55 cm

Emergency stop/
lowering

Control panel
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Ventilation devices for Normal Ward and IMC
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Carina®
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Savina® 300
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Oxylog® Trolley 
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CARINA®

PREVENT

– Reliable ventilation even with varying leakage rates
– Avoids asynchrony through automatic trigger correction
– Spontaneous breathing possible at any time, even
during controlled ventilation

– High-quality, non-invasive ventilation from the
emergency room on

– Simple intra-hospital transport without interruption of
ventilation therapy

STABILIZE

– Spontaneous and mandatory ventilation modes for 
individual invasive or non-invasive therapy

– Safe apnea ventilation with automatic return to the 
previous mode without distracting alarms

– Comfortable secretion management through flow
reduction on disconnect

WEAN

– Volume guarantee even during spontaneous breathing
for safer ventilation

– Controlled ventilation with pressure support for gradual
weaning of patients

– More comfort and safety through NIV-adapted alarm
management

RECOVER

– Reduction of the work of breathing through inspiratory
and expiratory synchronization

– Earlier mobilization is supported by the unit’s compact
design

– More patient comfort thanks to the very quiet turbine

Carina supports workflow optimization in your clinical routine. Its excellent non-invasive
ventilation features and SyncPlus technology support you and your patients during the
sub-acute care.
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Non-invasive ventilation

Invasive ventilation

Prevent

Stabilize Wean
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TECHNICAL DATA

Patient type                    Adults and pediatric patients

Ventilation mode            SPN-CPAP/PS (VG)
                                      PC-BIPAP/PS (US: PC-SIMV/PS)
                                      PC-AC
                                      VC-SIMV/PS
                                      VC-AC (US: standard. All other countries: optional)
                                      Apnoea ventilation

Characteristics               – NIV – Non-invasive mask ventilation
                                      – Tube – Invasive ventilation
                                      – AutoFlow®/Volume Guarantee – Automatic adjustment of the
                                         inspiratory flow in volume-controlled modes
                                      – AutoAdapt™ in NIV SPN-CPAP/PS, creates a linear pressure rise
                                         over a defined time in order to slowly ease patients into ventilation
                                      – Leakage compensation up to 180 L/min

                                      SPN: Spontaneous / PC: Pressure Control / VC: Volume Control / 
                                      VG: Volume Guarantee / PS: Pressure Support / AC: Assist Control                  
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SAVINA® 300

PREVENT

– Comprehensive NIV to prevent or delay intubation and
reduce the risks associated with intubation1), 2)

– Sensitive and accurate triggering reduces the work of
breathing

STABILIZE

– AutoFlow® automatically adjusts the pressure level to
the patient’s changing lung mechanics in volume
constant ventilation

– PC-APRV improves ventilation and CO2 exhalation by
allowing spontaneous breathing combined with 
short-term pressure relief from a higher pressure level

– Lung protecting assisted ventilation with PC-AC avoids
harmful pressures

– Integrated Capnography for continuous monitoring of
CO2 gas exchange

WEAN

– PC-BIPAP/PC-SIMV+3) supports continuous weaning
by allowing a smooth transition between mechanical
ventilation and natural respiration

– Harmonized and automatic weaning with Mandatory
Minute Ventilation (VC-MMV) in combination with 
AutoFlow®

– Sensitive triggering and rapid response to the patient’s
high flow demand support pressure controlled
ventilation

RECOVER

– NIV can reduce re-intubation and infection rates and
shorten ICU stays4)

– Spontaneous breathing thanks to CPAP/PS

A dependable companion along the respiration pathway: The Savina® 300 gives you
invasive and non-invasive therapy in a single device, in acute and chronic care 
environments or even on the move.
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Non-invasive ventilation

Invasive ventilation

Prevent

Stabilize Wean

RecoverNon-invasive ventilation

Invasive ventilation

Prevent Recover

1) Ram FSF et al, The Cochrane Library 2005, Issue 4
2) Lightowler J, Wedzicha JA et al., BMJ 2003; 326; 18
3) BIPAP – Trademark used under licence
4) Ferrer M; Am J Respir Crit Med Vol 168. pp 1438-1444, 2003

TECHNICAL DATA

Patient type                    Adults and pediatric patients

Ventilation mode            VC-CMV / VC-AC
                                      VC-SIMV
                                      VC-MMV (optional)
                                      PC-APRV (optional)
                                      PC-BIPAP / PC-SIMV (optional)
                                      PC-AC (optional)
                                      SPN-CPAP

Characteristics               – AutoFlow – Automatic adaption of the inspiratory flow in
                                         volume orientated ventilation modes.
                                      – NIV – Non Invasive Ventilation with optimized alarm systems
                                         and automatic leakage compensation.
                                      – Capnography – Mainstream CO2 measurement
                                      – MonitoringPlus – Loops, Trends, user Logbook
                                      – LPO – Low Pressure Oxygen. Independant oxygen supply,
                                         e.g. with an O2 concentrator
                                        –  Nurse call – Connection for transmitting alarm signals to a central, alarm system
                                      – Patient transport up to 4 h
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OXYLOG® TROLLEY 

THE COMPREHENSIVE TRANSPORT SOLUTION

FOR INTENSIVE CARE PATIENTS

Equipped with all the accessories needed to transport
intensive care patients, the space-saving trolley can easily
be attached to the patient bed where it is safely installed
and keeps all the important equipment within reach:
– a transport ventilator, such as Oxylog® 3000 plus
– a transport monitor, such as Infinity® M540
infusion bags

– a suction system
– a connection to the bed
– a pressure reducer
– a cylinder holder for two O2 cylinders

It is no longer necessary to attach equipment parts to the
bed for transport: The most transport equipment can be
installed on the trolley and is always ready for use.

TRANSPORT WITH INTELLIGENT ACCESSORIES

Combined with the Dräger systems for therapy and 
monitoring and other accessories the Oxylog trolley is the
comprehensive solution for interhospital patient transport.
The transport ventilator Dräger Oxylog 3000 plus is able
to ensure continuous ventilation at a high quality during
the whole transport. If combined with, for example, 
Infinity® monitoring by Dräger, this allows continuous
patient monitoring.

Dräger offers the Oxylog trolley in two different versions.
You can add a device holder or a carrying system holder to
your trolley.

With the easy-to use functional Oxylog® trolley system intensive care patients can
quickly and smoothly be transported throughout the hospital without interrupting 
therapy.
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TECHNICAL DATA

Oxylog trolley                                                                                5790150
Infusion holder (included in standard equipment)                             2M21514
Connection to the bed                                                                    8419800
Gas cylinder holder                                                                        G93110
Universal holder with standard rail                                                    G93140
Swivel arm for patient monitor                                                          G25709
Swivel arm for accessories                                                              G93111
Cylinder pack for bronchial suction                                                  2M85056
Rail support with claw                                                                     M26842
Oxyline pressure reducer                                                                MP00100
Connection tube mount                                                                   2M85446
Power pack holder for standard rail                                                  MC00155
Transport holder and clamp for patient monitor M540                       MS28144
Swivel arm for transport holder                                                        MS20427 
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Monitoring

Dräger Monitoring and IT Solutions include patient monitors for the bedside, in-hospital transport and 
telemetry. We also offer Web-based solutions for streamlining workflow and providing remote access,
seamless wired and wireless networking — including a shared infrastructure option — and services to 
protect your investment. 

Our easy-to-use monitoring and IT solutions
create greater efficiencies both within acute
care departments and across the hospital —
advancing mobility, increasing patient surveil-
lance, and bringing data to the point of need.
As a result, clinicians can significantly 
increase the time they can spend connecting
with their patients.

PATIENT-MONITORING SYSTEMS
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Infinity® M540
Provide continuous monitoring and the same
bedside level of care during transport.
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Infinity® M300
Created to meet the needs of all care areas – 
both at bedside and during transport.
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Infinity® MView
Enhanced monitoring capabilities especially for low
acute care units.
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Infinity® CentralStation

PATIENT MONITORS
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Infinity® MCable® Masimo rainbow SET
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Infinity® Nellcor™ OxiMax™ pod kit

PATIENT MONITORING PODS

TELEMETRY
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Infinity® Patient Monitoring Systems

Dräger Infinity Patient Monitoring Systems help you effectively to save costs and time in the entire 
hospital. All single components of a complete integrated system offers the possibility to standardize 
and improve clinical processes. 
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180° auto-flip screen
Enables you to dock the M540 on either side of
the patient at the bedside or on transport, while
continuing to provide proper visual orientation.
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MonoLead® single-pin connector 
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NIBP cuffs, single-patient use
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Single-patient use temperature probes
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Single-patient use ECG cables 
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MASIMO® M-LNCS disposable sensors

MONITORING ACCESSORIES
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Accessories

Day in, day out in the hospital you are faced with enormous time and cost pressures at the same time 
you are taking care of the welfare of your patients. You need technical medical accessories which you 
can use to unlock the full potential of your equipment, which work smoothly, guarantee the best possible 
care of your patients and help you to improve your processes. In short: accessories you can rely on, 
Dräger can supply it for you.
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Hinged arm Infinity® ACS

RAIL ACCESSORIES 
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Rail clamp lever type, for attachment of devices 
to 25 × 10 mm standard rail

Whether for patient monitoring, care and
treatment of neonates, anesthesia, intensive
care, the emergency department or on the
ward: each original accessory from Dräger
doesn't just fulfil all the official quality stan-
dards. We also measure our accessories
against our own strict Dräger quality stan-
dards.
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Pressure difference flow sensor
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Breathing circuit VentStar® Carina® ExpV
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NIV oronasal mask NovaStar® TS SE
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NIV oronasal mask ClassicStar® SE
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Expiratory valve for Carina®
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Intubation kits
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Pack2Go® Savina invasive ventilation pack 

SENSORS 
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CNAP™
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CNAP™ sensor cuff

MONITORING

VENTILATION 
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O2 THERAPY

SUCTION
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Workstation – Endotracheal suctioning
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Drive unit (VarioVac® or VarioAir®) and jar set
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O2 compact flowmeter
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O2 flowmeter
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DigiFlow with Humidifier
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O2Star™ Oxygen nasal cannula
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O2Star™ Oxygen and aerosol mask
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Medical aspiration
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Professional Services

PRIOR & AFTER SALES SERVICES

Value-added consulting from Dräger 
Professional Services can help you maximize
the clinical impact of your new monitoring
solution, while minimizing disruption to
patients and clinicians. But an investment in
new devices should always be worth your
while. 

At Dräger, we do not just develop medical devices and solutions, we
manufacture them as well. That is why we are highly familiar with all
the functions, specifications, and technical details. We can offer you
fast, uncomplicated, and reliable service that fits your individual
needs. All over the world.

Dräger Professional Service
Implementation
Installation
Configuration
Customization
Consulting and more

Dräger Remote Service
Documentation
Update/Upgrade
Device Check
Remote Support

DrägerService®
Inspection
IPM
IPM-L
Preventive/Proactive Maintenance

Dräger Training
User
Technician

Dräger 
Professional 
Service

Dräger 
Remote 
Service

DrägerService®

Dräger 
Training

Dräger
Services
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General planning 

Learn more about planning a ward.

Planning a ward is a complex and technically 
challenging process. This chapter will address the
many questions encountered when designing a new

unit. An intimate knowledge of the Dräger product
portfolio and a thorough understanding of customer
needs are vital prerequisites for success.
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INFOTAINMENT

– Offer Internet access via WLAN
– Do you offer a telephone function? 
Which connections do you need for it?

– Television: Where to mount the screen? Is a swivel arm useful?
– How do you offer a radio? 
– Think about docking stations for Smartphones
– Offer USB plugs or sockets in the supply unit to reload 
smartphones and tablets

General planning

It is important to keep the following in mind:

ROOM DESIGN

– Which colors are in the room? Alignment of room design
and supply unit (colors, wood décor)

– Do you need color coded bed places? 
(e.g. Patient 1: green supply unit, green wardrobe and 
green shelf in the bathroom)

– Do you need a differentiation between usual rooms and 
VIP rooms?

– Please consider enough space for visitors
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SUPPLY UNIT

– The design aspect gets more and more important. The technical 
equipment should be reduced or hided as much as possible

– Minimum media outlets (Normal ward):
1 × O2

4 – 6 × electrical sockets
1 × RJ45 (double)
1 × nurse call system
1 × additional electrical socket in approx. 500 m height 
for patient’s bed

– Pay attention that the media outlets are positioned correctly.
Plugged devices must not block other outlets (see picture below)

– Light options: Indirect light? Reading light? 
Night-/Orientation light? RGB-light?

– From where are the light options controlled? 
From external switch at the door? Via nurse call hand panel?

– Integrate the light elements of the supply unit in the entire room
light concept
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Linea Living 

Example solution

FLEXIBLE APPLICATION

Linea Living is suitable for a wide range of
applications as a stand-alone solution in nor-
mal care or rehabilitation or as a supplemen-
tary lighting element, in combination with
Linea Vertica or Linea Ambience. Thanks to
its modular design, Linea Living is always the
first choice.

SLIM, UNOBTRUSIVE PROFILE

Linea Living consists of a compact profile
made from extruded aluminium. The slightly
wedged shape of the profile allows very good
light distribution. It offers excellent access to
the gas, electrical and communication outlets.
A standard equipment rail can optionally be
integrated to accommodate medical equip-
ment. The length of Linea Living is configura-
ble up to 6 m in one piece, making it possible
to realize supply for one-bed or multi-bed con-
figurations.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU AND YOUR

PATIENTS

As part of the Dräger wall supply unit product
range, Linea Living is designed to support
efficient daily work flows whilst increasing the
feel-good factor for patients, visitors and staff.
The product family is especially characterised
by being particularly adaptable to existing
infrastructure and by high compatibility with
other products from the range. The high
degree of variability allows for a large measure
of design freedom – ranging from purely
functional to design-optimised solutions.
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Projecting guidelines:

Distance to wall:                                                 min. 500 mm
Distance from wall to bottom of supply unit:            1,700 mm (with reading light)
                                                                       free positioning (without reading light)
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Linea Vertica

Example solution

HIGH LEVEL OF INDIVIDUALITY

Multiple options for supply services, the pos-
sibility of combining equipment carriers and
the ability to integrate other specialised com-
ponents make the Linea Vertica a genuine all-
rounder. From demanding care through to
special functional areas – this wall supply unit
creates a good impression everywhere.

SYMBIOSIS OF FUNCTION AND DESIGN

Gas, electrical and IT services positioned in
the service channels on both sides allow for
discreet but ergonomic positioning. For more
demanding care solutions these services can
also be integrated into the front panel. 
To enable medical customized device 
mounting, horizontal standard medical rails
(25 × 10 mm) and/or vertical 38 mm diameter
tubes are available on request. The length of
Linea Vertica can be up to 4 m. Due to having
services on both outside service channels,
Linea Vertica can be used to support one- or
two-bed supply solutions.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU AND YOUR

PATIENTS

As part of the Dräger wall supply unit product
range, Linea Vertica is designed to support
efficient daily work flows whilst increasing the
feel-good factor for patients, visitors and staff.
The product family is especially characterised
by being particularly adaptable to existing
infrastructure and by high compatibility with
other products from the range. The high
degree of variability allows for a large measure
of design freedom – ranging from purely
functional to design-optimised solutions.
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Projecting guidelines:

Distance to wall:                                                 min. 500 mm
Distance from floor to bottom of supply unit:           approx. 150 – 500 mm
Distance from floor to bottom of light element:        1,700 – 1,800 mm 
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Linea Ambience

Example solution

HEALING ENVIRONMENT IN FOCUS

Its ingenious design enables ergonomic work-
place concepts with versatile lighting options.
The large front panel with customizable decor
promotes comfort and hides the technical
installations, making Linea Ambience ideally
suited for patient rooms, where design and a
homely ambience (Healing Environment) are
essential requirements.

TECHNOLOGY IN THE BACKGROUND

Vertical installation channels on both sides
support the ergonomic positioning of gas and
electrical outlets. The large front panel with its
friendly decor conceals these from patient
view. For increased care requirements, the
workplace can be extended with wall mounted
38 mm poles or rails. Thus, though Linea
Ambience offers ample space for technology,
the friendly character is always dominant.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU AND YOUR

PATIENTS

As part of the Dräger wall supply unit product
range, Linea Ambience is designed to support
efficient daily work flows whilst increasing the
feel-good factor for patients, visitors and staff.
The product family is especially characterised
by being particularly adaptable to existing
infrastructure and by high compatibility with
other products from the range. The high
degree of variability allows for a large measure
of design freedom – ranging from purely
functional to design-optimised solutions.
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Projecting guidelines:

Distance to wall:                                                 min. 500 mm
Distance from floor to bottom of supply unit:           approx. 150 – 500 mm
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Linea Flush

Example solution

THE SOLUTION FOR SPECIAL

REQUIREMENTS

Flush mounted, the Linea Flush is particularly
suitable in functional areas where space is a
premium, and where a supply unit needs to be
discreet. Additionally, it can complement and
extend the functionality of other supply units.

MODULAR AND SPACE-SAVING

The Linea Flush is mounted sub-surface with
the front panel level with the wall. It can be
mounted horizontally or vertically, with up to
three service channels. These channels can
be individually fitted with gas, electrical and
communication outlets. The length of Linea
Flush is configurable up to 6 meters, suppor-
ting precisely the number of outlets required.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU AND YOUR

PATIENTS

As part of the Dräger wall supply unit product
range, Linea Flush is designed to support effi-
cient daily work flows whilst increasing the
feel-good factor for patients, visitors and staff.
The product family is especially characterised
by being particularly adaptable to existing
infrastructure and by high compatibility with
other products from the range. The high
degree of variability allows for a large measure
of design freedom – ranging from purely
functional to design-optimised solutions.
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Projecting guidelines:

Distance to wall:                                                 min. 100 mm
Distance from floor to bottom of supply unit:           min. 200 mm – vertical unit 
                                                                       min. 1,200 mm – horizontal unit 
Distance from floor to bottom of light element:        1,700 – 1,800 mm
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Linea Classic

Example solution

SPACE-SAVING FLEXIBILITY

The Linea family of bedhead units was desig-
ned for use in almost any care environment.
From normal wards to intensive care or in
induction, observation and recovery rooms –
the Linea family is a highly modular media
supply solution, that can be custom built to
your specifications.

SOLID, MODULAR CONSTRUCTION

The Linea is constructed from robust, extru-
ded aluminium profiles. Rounded corners and
edges as well as seamless fittings mean
safety, hygiene and easy cleaning. The length
of the Linea wall supply unit and the number
of installation ducts for media terminals can
be freely determined. You get the supply
capability you need for nearly any application
without having to compromise. Media termi-
nals can be positioned as desired.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU AND YOUR

PATIENTS

As part of the Dräger wall supply unit product
range, Linea Classic is designed to support
efficient daily work flows whilst increasing the
feel-good factor for patients, visitors and staff.
The product family is especially characterised
by being particularly adaptable to existing
infrastructure and by high compatibility with
other products from the range. The high
degree of variability allows for a large measure
of design freedom – ranging from purely
functional to design-optimised solutions.
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Projecting guidelines:

Distance to wall:                                                 min. 250 mm
Distance from floor to bottom of supply unit:           e.g. 1,200 mm (free positioning)
                                                                       1,700 mm (with reading light) 
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Gemina®Duo

Example solution

VERSATILE, ERGONOMIC,

AND COST-EFFECTIVE

The Dräger GeminaDUO provides enhanced
ergonomics and versatile functionality in an
intelligent, compact design. It gives you space
for up to 30 media terminals for power, gases
and data in the single-sided version and up to
56 terminals in the dual-sided model. Various
lighting options let your patients read, rest and
recover in comfort, while providing high-quali-
ty light sources for examination and allowing
caregivers to safely navigate around the room
at night. Built for easy cleaning with rounded
edges and seamless faceplates, the Gemina-
DUO helps prevent dust accumulation, impro-
ving hygiene as well as patient and caregiver
safety.

MANY APPLICATIONS, ONE SOLUTION

Depending on your particular challenge, the
GeminaDUO can be installed in a number of
different configurations. Here are just one few
example:

The intermediate system for recovery
rooms and intermediate care

A single, central Dräger GeminaDUO supply
unit serves two beds, giving you maximum
cost-efficiency while continuing to maintain
high ergonomic and workflow standards.

SOLUTIONS FOR YOU AND YOUR

PATIENTS

As part of the Dräger wall supply unit product
range, Gemina Duo is designed to support
efficient daily work flows whilst increasing the
feel-good factor for patients, visitors and staff.
The product family is especially characterised
by being particularly adaptable to existing
infrastructure and by high compatibility with
other products from the range. The high
degree of variability allows for a large measure
of design freedom – ranging from purely
functional to design-optimised solutions.
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Projecting guidelines:

Distance to wall:                                                 min. 200 mm
Distance from wall to floor of supply unit:                recommended 400 mm

dimensions1)                  recommended

A                               1,000 mm
B                               2,000 mm
C                               1,000 mm
D                               600 mm
E                               200 mm
F                               200 mm
G                               3,000 mm
1)These dimensions are recommendations on a general basic. 
Based on specific customer requirements these dimensions habe to
be adopted.

dimensions                   actual value                  recommended

H                              240 mm                     –
I                                –                               400 mm
J                                1,500 mm                   –
K                               –                               1,900 mm
L                               –                               1,800 – 2,000 mm
M                              366 mm                     –
N                               366 mm                     –
R                               558 mm for shelve 1B
                                607 mm for shelve 1.5B
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CENTRAL CONTACT FOR PROJECTING 

AND TECHNICAL PLANNING:

Marco Patzer
Project Engineer
+49 451 882 2419
marco.patzer@draeger.com

Sebastian Rahn
Project Engineer
+49 451 882 2446
sebastian.rahn@draeger.com

Contact

For planners and architects:

More information: www.draeger.com

WEB:

www.draeger.com/planning

Subject to change.
Not all products are available in all parts of the world.
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NOTES
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REGION CENTRAL
AND SOUTH AMERICA
Dräger Panama Comercial
S. de R.L.
Complejo Business Park,
V tower, 10th floor
Panama City
Tel  +507 377 9100
Fax +507 377 9130
contactcsa@draeger.com

REGION DACH
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany
Tel  +49 451 882 0
Fax +49 451 882 2080
info@draeger.com

REGION EUROPE
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany
Tel  +49 451 882 0
Fax +49 451 882 2080
info@draeger.com

REGION MIDDLE EAST, AFRICA
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Branch Office
P.O. Box 505108
Dubai, United Arab Emirates
Tel  +971 4 4294 600
Fax +971 4 4294 699
contactuae@draeger.com

REGION ASIA / PACIFIC
Draeger Singapore Pte. Ltd.
25 International Business Park
#04-20/21 German Centre
Singapore 609916
Tel  +65 6308 9400
Fax +65 6308 9401
asia.pacific@draeger.com

CORPORATE HEADQUARTERS
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany

www.draeger.com

Manufacturer:
Drägerwerk AG & Co. KGaA 
Moislinger Allee 53–55
23558 Lübeck, Germany

V. Guldmann A/S
Head Office:
Graham Bells Vej 21-23A
DK-8200 Århus N
Tel. +45 8741 3100
Fax +45 8741 3131
info@guldmann.com
www.guldmann.com

V.T.S. Vision Technology Systems 
GmbH Arnsberg, Germany
The quality management system of 
V.T.S. Vision Technology Systems 
GmbH is certified according to 
ISO 13485 and ISO 9001 standards 
and according to Annex II of Directive
93/42/EEC on Medical Devices (MDD).

Locate your Regional Sales 
Representative at:
www.draeger.com/contact

Not all products, features, or services are for sale in all countries.
Mentioned Trademarks are only registered in certain countries and not necessarily in the country
in which this material is released. Go to www.draeger.com/trademarks to find the current status.
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